









































































                                                          in the Bruegel work indicates Bruegel's awareness of the figures
                                                          appearing in 15th century paintings by artists such as Rogier van
Beitcke]aerwasa16thcentury Flernish painter. WhilevanMander der Weyden and others, and there is important meaning to be
inc]u(ies a 1)rief chapter about the painter, there has yet to be a fOUiid iri Bruegel's conscious use of "older styles." Such intentions,
monograph pub]ished ot) him and a great number of his bio- hOWever, cannot be found in the NMWA Beuckelaer work.
graphical details remain unclear. Beuckelaer studied painting with The support medium for this painting is made up of three long
his uncle Pieter Aertsen at]d Aertsen's sty]e affected Beuckelaer bOards and traces of repair can be seen at the seams between the
throughout his career. This stylistic influence has rnear)t that it is boards･ Further, tt)ere is a crack along the left edge of the board
often extremely difficult to differentiate between paintings created On the rigl)t, thought to have been (:aused by warping. The crack
by Beuckelaer and Aertsen.i) Beuckelaer's best known works cari be seen as a straight vertical line which runs through the
depict market scenes or kitchen settings with a tab]e set in the Center of th(} face of the female saint who supports Mary from
foreground holding an arrangement of vegetables and other food. the back, arid then traces up through the center of the soldier
stuffs. Beucke]aer inherited the basic composition for these works Or) horseback above the two women. This crack has also been
from Aertsen and this also makes it hard to differentiate between rePaired in the past. There is a large diagonal trace of damage
their two versions of a composition. We can note, however, that through Christ and the soldiers in the background and this damage
Beuckelaer's works in the genre gave greater precedence to the has also been repaired. (Akira Kofuku)
still life arrangements and his compositions are generally more
ordered than those of Aertsen.
  Van Mander mentions Beuckelaer's Pt]lm Sunday for the Ant- Notes
werp Cathedral, and notes that Beuckelaer painted works with
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Beuckelaer's extant religious subject works are small in scale and works in Hamburg and in the Frits Lugt Collection, Paris, noted in this
we can surmise that he created a large number of small scale reli- article are examples of this same trend, with both today attributed to
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scribed 1562, and is an example of Beuckelaer's earliest work. there is an extant work depicting the same subject matter in the
Both this NMWA painting and the work on the same subject Koninklijk MuseumvoorSchomeKunsten,Antwerp.
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the work in Hamburg and the NMWA work in the expression of the
soldiers and their overall compositions, the Hamburg work has a
genre-scene element in the foreground display of vegetable sellers,
which pushes the religious motifs of Christ and the Madonna to the
middle ground, and thus the Hamburg work may give a slightly
different impression than of the NMWA work. The quick, sketch-
like quality of the NMWA work recalls the style of Beuckelaer's
Raising of Lazarus (Frits Lugt collection, Paris).3) Instead of the
detailed brush techniques used in early Flemish painting, the 16th
century Flemish painters began to use a slightiy rougher brush
stroke, which created a vivid sense of movement. This tendency
can be strongly felt in small scale works, and depending on the
case, it is likely that this rougher brush method allowed painters
to simply create a larger number of paintings to meet increased
demand. We can observe quite rough brush work in the back-
ground details of the NMWA work, but conversely, the two central
figura) groups focusing on Christ and Mary have been depicted
in quite carefully detailed brushwork. While undoubtedly this
painting was intended for private devotional use, there is a clear
difference between it and many of the more mass-produced
images for such use in that this work could be seen as an example
of the new 16th century painting style which differs from the
earlier detailed style. Overall, the black tonality is strong, but in
contrast, quite vivid colors are used in the clothing and ground
surface. The lt4arket Scene tvith Ecce Homo (1561, National Mu-
seum, Stockholm) forms a fascinating comparison piece for the
NMVvCA work, with particularly noteworthy similarities in indi-
vidual figural and background depiction.
  The Christ carrying the Cross subject matter of the NMWA work
is seen over and over again in 16th century Flemish painting. 'IMto
years after this work was created, Bruegel painted his famous
masterpiece on the subject which is today in the Kunsthistorisches
Museum, Vienna. In the Bruegel work we can indicate the Iarge
right foreground group surrounding Mary who are clearly separate
from the group of soldiers or peasants. The same motif, in the
same location, is found in the NMWA work, and suggests some
relationship resemblance between the two. CIearly the Mary group
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